Fabrick Pass:
PISP

Fabrick & the new opportunities enabled by
the PSD2 regulation
Founded in 2017, Fabrick’s mission is to develop a modern
financial ecosystem where incumbents and new players meet,
collaborate and combine their services to generate value in
order to fulfill the financial needs of customers via a Platform
Model.
Fabrick aims to establish a benchmark ecosystem made up
of banks, fintechs, investors, corporates, academies and
other financial players, whose purpose is the to develop the
so-called “Open Finance” industry: a collaborative model where
financial players share knowledge, work environments, data and
customer bases through the use of open platforms, in order to
create new services and products faster and at lower cost.
Fabrick’s vision is to implement enabling services and
technologies to oversee, promote and stimulate the
development of new, innovative, value-added solutions capable
of realizing easier tools for financial management and the
improvement of consumers’ and businesses’ daily lives.
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Incidentally, the introduction of the PSD2 (Payment Service
Directive 2) opens the doors to a variety of new ways for this
goal to be reached. That’s why Fabrick decided to invest in
it and make available both “Active PSD2” solutions for TPPs
(Third Party Providers) and “Passive PSD2” solutions for ASPSP
(Account Servicing Payment Service Provider).
A couple of words about the PSD2: in 2007, as a consequence of
the growing e-commerce industry, the European Commission
(EC) and the European Banking Authority (EBA) recognized the
need to offer consumers a wider choice of payment services by
encouraging non-bank financial institutions to enter the market
for consumers while enabling faster payments and increasing
consumer protection and transparency.

This led to the publication of the first Payment Services
Directive (PSD). As the payments’ environment continued
to grow, the EC recognized the need for improvements and
clarifications to ensure customer security: as a result, PSD2
came into effect in January 2018.
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Beyond renewed support for the existing goals of the PSD,
the PSD2 aims to:

Enact specific
rules for access to
customer accounts

Better protect consumer
financial data with stricter
security requirements
such as stronger customer
authentication

Redefine user and
provider rights and
obligations for payment
services

Make both conditions
and information
requirements for
payment services more
transparent

Require banks to provide open
communication interfaces
(APIs) that allow access to
Third-Party Providers (TPPs)

Clarify the criteria and
scope of exemptions

Furthermore, while the PSD encouraged new market
competition, it did not consider regulations for new
payment service providers such as Account Information
Service Providers (AISPs) and Payment Initiation Service
Providers (PISPs).
The PSD2 more clearly defines roles and responsibilities,
and in particular it defines a PISP as a third-party provider
that initiates payments on behalf of the consumer (PSU)
with respect to a payment account held by another PSP
or ASPSP.
PISPs must have consumer consent prior to initiating the
payment.

Fabrick, aware of the opportunities enabled by the
regulation, is operating a massive interconnection and
rationalization of the interfaces on both the Italian and
European markets: around 12% of Fabrick API calls are
currently related to PSD2 services.
The portfolio currently offers a wide range of services
both to those institutions already having their license,
for which Fabrick acts only as a technological provider,
as well as to fintech, e-commerce marketplace players
and wallet providers by providing a complete solution
including both the technological layer and the license,
leveraging itself as TPP.

This is the case of Fabrick Pass.
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Fabrick Pass, a Fintech-as-a-Service solution
Fabrick was born with the intention of building a
Platform enabling and fostering Open Banking
development. As a first step, the focus was to develop
new technologies enabling Value-Added Services.
However, over time, it was clear that the real game
changer was not the technology, but the development of
a brand-new framework.
Technologies were there to help banks and financial
institutions, who however were not really interested in
Open Finance, and, being the industry hyper-regulated,
they were not even able to exploit technologies at their
full potential. So then, why focus on such a small and
regulated market, where finance could be brought out
there in the everyday world?
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Aware of this, the focus switched to low-end financial
companies as well as other industries, targeting them with
a License-as-a-service framework. Indeed, Fabrick took the
licenses both as AISP and PISP, becoming able to leverage
on all those opportunities opened by the PSD2 regulation
and proposing customers a new solution made of both the
regulatory setup (the license itself) and the technical solution,
providing a “Fintech-as-a-Service” product suite, branded as
Fabrick Pass.
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The typical three-party scheme, enabled by the PSD2, leaves
indeed room for fourth parties as well, i.e. all those players who
do not have financial services as their core business, but want
to take advantage of the opportunities offered by open banking.
The PISP license, in particular, allows to initialize the transfer
of money from a current account by SEPA credit transfer, thus
creating a solution that can avoid the customer having to “go to
the bank” to make a payment.

Fabrick Pass PISP – How it works
A PISP is a service provider who can execute a payment transaction on behalf
of a customer. Meaning they are able to withdraw money directly from an
account, as long as a strong digital consent has been given (Strong Customer
Authentication). When having more than one bank account, the customer can
choose which account the money will be withdrawn from.
PISPs must communicate securely to initiate a payment order from the payer’s
payment account and receive all information on the initiation and execution of
the payment transaction.
As fraud methods evolve, PSPs must implement security measures to apply
SCA and protect the confidentiality and integrity of the consumer’s security
credentials. When PSPs apply SCA, in accordance with Article 97(1) of Directive
(EU) 2015/2366, the authentication must be based on two or more of the
following elements: knowledge (something you know), possession (something
you have) and inherence (something you are).

With no need for the PSU to login into his home-banking
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Success stories: use cases from different
industries leveraging PISP capabilities
Fabrick’s mission, enabled by the PSD2 regulation, is to build an
Open Finance model open to as many industries as possible,
even, and especially, non-financial ones.
Hereafter some success stories of players who, thanks to
our Fabrick Pass PISP solution were able to exploit the PSD2
regulation even without being a financial institution or without
having the licenses.

Utility
Investments
Software-as-a-Service
B2B Supply Chain
& ecommerce
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Utility
By taking advantage of the opportunities offered by PSD2,
an international company responsible for the refining and
distribution of petroleum products is improving the purchasing
experience of its customers thanks to Fabrick’s PISP licence
AaS and the PSD2 APIs available on the Platform.

The company can offer its retail customers, and in the future
also its business customers, a new way to top up their digital
wallet for fuel purchases by direct debit. It will therefore be
possible to pay without necessarily having a credit card.
Here is a scheme of the process:

1. Payment Initiation Request
PSU intends to initiate a payment to the
Merchant for the purchase of goods or
services. PSU selects the amount and
choose the PIS service as the payment
method.
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Utility

2. Transaction Details
and Bank Selector
PSU is redirected to the
Fabrick webpage and provides
the information required to
correctly initiate the payment.

3. T&C
Before proceeding, PSU
confirms that he has read
and accepted the following
documents:
√ Terms and Conditions
of the service
√ Privacy Policy.
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Utility
One of the main advantages, in this case,
is the cost optimization provided by the
solution: indeed, when the transaction
value increases, saving increase too.
While credit cards usually apply a fee equal
to 1% of the amount, the PISP solution
applies a fixed fee.
As such, if we compare the different
solutions,

we obtain the following results:
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Investments
A relevant platform that allows to invest in innovative projects
proposed by startups and SMEs, has chosen, by collaborating
with Fabrick, to reap the benefits of Open Finance to enrich its
offer and optimize internal processes.
The company, through the Fabrick PISP license, makes
automatically available to its users the payment of their
investment directly from the current account available, thus
expanding the choice of payment methods and guaranteeing a
more complete, fluid and personalized experience.
The operation takes place directly on the website, without
having to access home banking or other applications.
In this case, Fabrick Pass also optimizes the internal processes
of the company, since it allows the automatic reconciliation of
bank transactions with respect to the various projects on the
platform. This represents a significant advantage if we consider
the huge costs associated to manual reconciliation:
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Software-as-a-Service
One of the main advantages of the PISP solution is the
possibility to perform recurring payments with the client having
to authorize the payment only once (i.e. only one SCA will be
needed).
At the moment, the only limit is the amount of the transaction
which has to be fixed for all the payments; however, in the UK,
variable payments are already authorized and it’s something we
will be able to do in Italy as well very soon.
The following wireframes demonstrate how recurring
payments could be applied to setting up recurring bill
payments for a mobile phone contract:
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Software-as-a-Service
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Software-as-a-Service
Hereafter, the ongoing bill
payment made with the above
recurring payment consent:
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B2B Supply Chain & ecommerce
Fabrick has created a payment initialization engine capable of
interfacing with 98% of the Italian banking institutions at the
moment. In a specific use-case with a B2B logistics company,
the Payment Initiation flow aimed at creating a “collection”
service through which a subject (typically a merchant) could
generate a payment to be “confirmed” to his debtor.
This scheme was expressly described by Fabrick as part of
his request for authorization to the Bank of Italy as an “online”
collection tool and represents a valid alternative to the payment
card in the world of eCommerce and payment collection.
Specifically, the service provided by Fabrick will allow payment
initialization services in the e-commerce sector, establishing a
contractual relationship with e-commerce merchants, following
an operating model typical of acquiring schemes but providing
an alternative to traditional models structured around the use of
cards.
Consequently, Fabrick’s customer will be the merchant who,
through their payment gateway, will be able to offer final
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customers an alternative payment method to the usual card
payments.
A potential use case is to combine the AIS and PIS services
in a “Pay Now” button, allowing each client who receives an
e-invoice to pay it in a very limited number of steps. Indeed, the
invoice arrives in a personal link via email and the entire process
takes place in one single flow.

PISP: main advantages & attention points
Using a PISP provides both customers and companies with
several advantages, such as:

•

Recurring PISP: thanks to the Recurring PISP, Fabrick Pass
offers a solid alternative to recurring payments;

•

•

Fixed fees: when considering especially high transaction
tickets, the cost to perform the payment is significantly
lower compared to more traditional payment systems;

•

Reconciliation: nowadays the vast majority of businesses, at
least SMEs, perform manual reconciliation which is highly
expensive in terms of time and resources. With the Fabrick
Pass PISP solution, there is no need to reconciliate, given
that payments are by definition pre-reconciliated – amount,
IBAN and causal are pre-set. As such, the company can
obtain cost savings given the automation of a highly manual
activity;

User experience: a user no longer needs to access his/
her online bank to perform the payment. Indeed, the PISP
contains all bank details, so that the user can pay directly
through it - the amount is withdrawn from the connected
bank account. Furthermore, since all PISPs are Bank
independent, the PISPs are free to make agreements
across banks. This means that an end user can use a PISP,
regardless of who they bank with;

•

Compliance Shield: when adopting the Fabrick Pass
solution, being Fabrick the TPP, the company doesn’t have to
tackle all the compliance related to getting the PISP license.
Fabrick will manage all the processes and regulatory steps
and act as a TPP itself, thus initializing the payment on
behalf of the company;

•

Payment Request: Fabrick Pass PISP works similarly to a
Request to Pay, once the customer perform the SCA, the
IBAN and amount are pre-set. Compared to a SCT, there is
no way to perform a wrong payment;
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Hereafter a matrix* highlighting the PISP advantages compared
to other payment systems considering their costs, speed and
inherent security:

However, although PISP solutions offer great potential, there are
four main areas that should be tracked when considering this
type of solution:
•

User friction points: there is still some work to be done
on harmonizing the user experience from bank to bank
in order to avoid confusing the end user. Consistency will
be key to building up trust and, as the technology builds
traction, we’re expecting to see some guidelines emerging.
Furthermore, when considering low transaction tickets, the
SCA could be too complicated a process worth the effort;

•

Timing: while IBAN and amount can be fully controlled, an
SCT will not be instantaneous by default (yet!);

•

Fee: the fee to perform the payment could be potentially
turned on the payer.

*Fabrick Intelligence
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What’s next
Being innovative in the financial industry is not for the faint
hearted: the industry is highly regulated, it has a complex
infrastructure, and banks and financial institutions have been
around for more centuries.

For customers, the appeal is the ease of use. They would have
the possibility to access a further payment method with no need
to move on different flows, but remaining on the same page and
with a very smooth customer authentication.

However, something is changing. Ten to fifteen years ago, it
would have been hard to start a software company, today this is
not the case anymore. And this revolution is coming also to the
financial services industry. Innovation is being pushed from the
ground up by startups, but incumbents are increasingly adding
innovative bullets to their portfolio of financial services. The
“as-a-service” is coming to banking, and this is actually what the
Fabrick PISP solution offers.

When considering embedded-finance, there are some key
trends on which to focus on. Understanding and monitoring
these trends can help banks, and those who hope to work on
embedded finance, by identifying opportunities and guard
against threats.

Embedded finance is more and more a monetization lever
for companies, offering the possibility to widen the range of
services by developing more innovative and leaner customer
experiences. Today companies of all types and levels of maturity
are considering launching embedded financial services to
better serve their business and consumer segments.
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1. Customer demand for seamless user journeys. Customers increasingly
seek simple, holistic, embedded, and direct experiences;
2. Blurring borders in fintech. The high number of fintechs established every
year need banking partners to provide access to bank accounts, payments,
and lending. Big technology companies and other nonbanking players
can build and offer financial services but are unable to “become” banks
themselves. That naturally leads ecosystems towards more sustainable
practices by promoting and fostering financial inclusion;
3. Rise of openness. Regulatory trends including PSD2 and open banking are
promoting the development of banking and other financial APIs;
4. Search for new service models. Considering the decline projected for
banking revenues and profitability, financial institutions are actively
exploring alternative sources of revenue and product growth;
5. Adoption of technology capabilities. With the acceleration of digitization,
banks can scale third party development faster, putting embedded finance
within reach for more companies that are considering it. At the same time,
companies seeking to embed financial services increasingly see their
digital experiences as a composition of modules built by others;
6. Changing trust levels in financial services. Incumbent banks have lost the
trust advantage they had over financial technology companies. At the same
time, many other brands have higher trust levels, which they can leverage
into offering financial services.
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Every company should
be thinking about how to
leverage financial services to
better serve their customers,
retain their customers
more effectively, and drive
margins higher.

It’s Fabrick mission
to make this future
happen.

Fabrick.com

@fabrickplatform

@fabrickfinance

